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Figure 1: Screenshots of low-fidelity video prototypes. (a) Annotation. The prototype highlights a part of the visualization
with a shape (a translucent rectangle or circle) and draws a connecting segment between the shape and the caption. (b) Moving
Box. In addition to presenting a shape and a segment, the caption box moves to the proximity of the highlighted part of the
visualization.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Presentation slides are widely used in occasions such as academic
talks and business meetings. Captions placed on slides support deaf
and hard of hearing (DHH) people to understand spoken contents,
but simultaneously comprehending and associating visual contents
on slides and caption text could be challenging. In this paper, we
design and develop a visualization technique to highlight and associate chart on a slide and numerical data in caption. We first conduct
a small formative study with people with and without hearing impairments to assess the value of the visualization technique using
a lo-fidelity video prototype. We then develop Visionary Caption,
a visualization technique that uses natural language processing to
automatically highlight visual content and numerical phrases, and
show the association between them. We present a scenario and
personas to showcase the potential utility of Visionary Caption and
guide its future development.

• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Accessibility technologies.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Use of slides in presentation tools (e.g., PowerPoint, Reveal.js) is
prevalent in occasions like business meetings and academic talks.
Such presentations tools, however, could pose a challenge for deaf
and hard of hearing (DHH) people. DHH people use visual speech
to comprehend spoken language [2, 9, 12–14], but visually attending to both slides and the speaker could tax their comprehension
capacity due to visual dispersion [3]. Increasing use of slide-only
presentations over video conferencing tools aggravate the problem
by making lip-reading hard to impossible. Showing captions help
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DHH people comprehend spoken contents. But simultaneously focusing on both captions and visual information presented on a slide
and associating the two pieces of information could be a challenge.
In this project, we explored design of visualization techniques to
alleviate the difficulty of associating visual information and caption
text through a user-centered design process. We created three low
fidelity video prototypes of visualization techniques that highlight
a part of a chart on a slide and link it with a phrase in a caption
box (Fig. 1). The design of the technique is inspired by research
on video caption placement [1, 4, 6–8], visualization verbalization
[5, 10, 11, 15] — a technique to convert data into natural language
for easy comprehension of data — and a presentation practice where
people point to a part of a slide using a presentation pointer. In
the initial formative study, we showed low fidelity prototypes to
four participants, of which two had hearing loss. We asked them to
perform comprehension tasks and collected their informal feedback
on the prototypes.
Convinced by the result of the formative study, we moved on to
developing a high fidelity prototype of one of the visualization techniques. We used JavaScript (D3.js), HTML, and Python to develop
a visualization technique — Visionary Caption — that dynamically
shows the association between captions and a histogram visualization. Based on the formative study results and the experience of one
of the authors with hearing impairment, we designed preliminary
personas and a scenario that demonstrates the use of the system
and drives the future development of Visionary Caption.

2

FORMATIVE STUDY

Method. We recruited N = 4 participants through personal connections. Of the four participants, two had severe hearing loss. All
participants were students. We asked the participants to watch
three video prototypes — Default Caption (Video Figure 1a), Annotation (Fig. 1a; Video Figure 1b), and Moving Box (Fig. 1b; Video
Figure 1c). Each video prototype showed a histogram that visualizes a distribution of meals’ calories ordered at Chipotle. The
histogram was taken from a New York Times (NYT) article 1 . All
the video prototypes showed text from a paragraph from the same
NYT article as open captions. But their presentation differed. Default Caption showed captions at the bottom of the slide, just like
typical subtitles. Annotation showed a circle or a rectangle on the
histogram to highlight which part of the visualization a presenter
was referring to. Numerical phrases in the caption that described
the highlighted part of the visualization were colored magenta and
a black segment connected the shape and the caption. Moving Box
prototype also used shapes to highlight parts of the visualization,
but the caption box moved around on the video frame such that it
was placed in proximity to the shape. One of the authors read out
the paragraph verbatim and the audio clip was used to create the
three video prototypes. We uploaded videos to YouTube for ease
of access. This had an added benefit of automatically generating
timestamped caption files (.srt file).
After a participant finished watching each video, we asked
him/her a comprehension question (e.g., “What is the proportion of
meals that have more than 1,600 calories?”) and further clarified if the
1 At

Chipotle, How Many Calories Do People Really Eat? https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2015/02/17/upshot/what-do-people-actually-order-at-chipotle.html

captions and visualization helped them understand which part of
the histogram the speaker was referring to. We prepared a different
comprehension question for each prototype. At the end of the study
session, we also asked which prototype they preferred, what they
thought were the pros and cons of each prototype, whether these
kinds of visualization helped them understand or present visual
data, what other things they would like to see in the visualization,
and what methods they currently use to comprehend complicated
visualizations in presentations.
Result. The two hard of hearing participants answered 2/3 and
1/3 comprehension questions correctly, while the participants without hearing impairments answered all the questions correctly. This
may suggest that being able to hear helped them remember verbally
described visual information more accurately. And for the participants with hearing impairments, focusing on both captions and
visual information may have been taxing. All participants preferred
the Annotation prototype (Fig. 1a) among the three prototypes. Participants did not have any comments about the design of Default
Caption, because it looked like a conventional way of caption presentation in a video. All the participants disliked the Moving Box
prototype, because they could not anticipate where the caption box
would appear, disorientating them. Referring to the Annotation prototype, a participant with hearing loss noted that “some parts of the
graph were blocked off [by shapes], but not important details.” While
the shapes and line segments did not severely occlude the visual
contents, the comment suggested it is important to take a good
care to not occlude visualization too much. A participant without
hearing impairment suggested another prototype design where the
user interface can zoom in to the part of the histogram instead of
showing highlight annotations.

3

VISIONARY CAPTION

Based on the findings from the formative study, we decided to
design and develop Visionary Caption — a technique that presents a
histogram, captions, and shape annotations that highlights parts of
the histogram that correspond to what are referred in the caption
text (Video Figure 2). Visionary Caption is a web-based application.
Visionary Caption had two components: (i) a back-end component
that uses Python with spaCy NLP library and Flask web framework
to process and serve caption text; and (ii) a front-end component
that uses HTML and JavaScript (D3.js) to visualize the histogram,
caption, and annotations. We used the same text and meals’ calories
data that were used in the formative study to develop the high
fidelity prototype.
The back-end component identified phrases to be highlighted in
a four-step process. First, it read the caption text from .srt file, performed tokenization, dependency parsing, and parts-of-speech tagging on the text. Second, the component extracted phrases containing numerical operations by finding ‘nummod’ token (e.g., “1000”
in “1000 calories”) and extracted the phrase containing this token
from the parse tree. Third, it classified the extracted phrases into
three types of operations — ‘mode’, ‘more than’, and ‘less than’ —
using prefixed rules. Finally, using the classification result and the
numerical information, the component decided to show a shape as
either a circle or a rectangle, and identify the coordinates and size
of shapes. The data was served to the front-end with the timestamp
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information that it retained from the .srt file. See the supplemental
material for the code.
The front-end visualization component used the data passed
from the back-end to render shapes to highlight parts of the histogram and emphasize phrases (Video Figure 2). It rendered a circle
to highlight ‘the spike’ since the presenter is bringing attention
to that small area of the visualization. It draws a rectangle to annotate ‘more than’ or ‘less than’ area as the presenter is bringing
attention to the area of the graph up to or more than the relevant
number. Timing to strengthen text phrases and render shapes is
synchronized using the timestamps taken from the original .srt file.

4

PERSONA AND SCENARIO

We describe one scenario with two personas to contextualize how
Visionary Caption could be used in the future. We anticipate them
to drive the future design and development iterations of Visionary
Caption, too. The personas and scenarios are based on both our
interaction with the formative study participants and the experience
of one of the authors who has hard of hearing.
Abbie. She is an undergraduate student who is hard of hearing.
She attends remote and on-site meetings for her course work, research, and internship. She reads captions during meetings when it
is available (e.g., meeting over Microsoft Teams where automated
captioning is available by default). In a meeting where a speaker
uses visual media heavily, she occasionally has a challenge in simultaneously comprehending visual media and looking at a speaker
and/or caption.
Bob. Bob is a university professor. When giving presentations
in the lectures or research meetings, he often uses charts (e.g., a
histogram) in his lecture materials and meeting slides.
Scenario. Abbie attends Bob’s online lecture over Microsoft
Teams where he presents consumers’ behavior patterns in ordering fast food. Abbie turns on closed captions while listening to
Bob’s presentation. In one of his presentation slides, Bob shows
a histogram in which the x-axis represents total calories of set
menus and y-axis represents the frequency of orders. Abbie turns
on Visionary Caption, then it dynamically highlights a part of the
histogram that Bob is referring to with a circular or rectangular
annotation and connects the annotation with the caption using a
line segment. Abbie finds it easier to understand which part of the
visualization Bob is referring to and it makes her understand the
topic better.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We conducted a formative study with four participants (two with
hearing impairments) to design the tool to support them in watching a presentation with a visualization and caption. Based on the
formative design step, we developed Visionary Caption, a technique that presents a histogram, caption, and shape annotation that
highlights a part of the visualization which corresponds to what is
referred in the caption text. We created a scenario and two personas
to demonstrate how Visionary Caption could support presentation
audience with hearing impairments.
Our participants with hearing impairments noted that visualization techniques like Visionary Caption could help them while
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watching a visual-heavy presentation. While the feedback helped
us in directing our design and development effort, the data is not
strong enough to suggest the utility of the visualization technique.
Toward showing the usefulness of the visualization technique, we
plan to evaluate the effectiveness of the Visionary Caption with
DHH people with a larger sample size in the future. In the future
work, we also plan to extend the prototype to support various types
of visualizations other than histograms. We plan to improve the
NLP component so that it can convert natural language into visualization more robustly. Another key technical goal is to supporting
conversion of speech-to-visualization, which will use automated
speech recognition technology to generate captions and converts
them into visualization in real-time.
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